
Global Integration Update—November 2014 
Materials for training, research, and practice 

(Click here to access GI archives) 
 

GI involves connecting relationally and contributing relevantly 
on behalf of the core issues facing humanity and In light of our core values. 

 
Hi colleagues, 
Here are some GI updates to support your work.  They are relevant for our courses, 
consultations, conferences, CE, conversations with colleagues, etc. 
 

Warmly,  
Kelly and Michèle  mcaresources@gmail.com 
 
1. Supporting your work during our current trip to the USA to connect and contribute. So 
far this Autumn we have met with faculty/grad students at Yale, Johns, Hopkins, Liberty, 
MSPP, and at different organizations focusing on mental health or mission. Three things we 
can offer related to GI (especially global mental health and global member care): a) we can 
meet/speak at academic institutions with faculty and students; b) we can invite a few colleagues to 
be interviewed about their international work as part of the informal GI webinars  and c) we can 
meet to discuss adding global content to training/courses, developing GI, etc.  
 

2. Perspectives on working internationally and globally in psychology. 
--a. Recent article by Dr. Merry Bullock, APA Office of International Affairs (Psychology 
International, October 2014). This brief article discusses “the importance of bridging the 
diverse applications of psychological science around the globe.” 
--b. Journal of Psychology and Christianity, Special Issue, Psychology in the Global Context, 
Summer 2014; also see Al Dueck et al’s article in the latest JPC on their work in China. 
 

3. Sustainable development—What you need to know (from our November MCA Update) 
Some core orientation materials for staying current with the efforts to address the world’s 
pressing issues through the emerging sustainable devilment goals  (e.g., poverty eradication, 
health care, economic growth, environment, human security).  Click here to access.  
(http://us4.campaign-archive2.com/?u=f34fc856e7776d7b69dafd3b3&id=d73606536a) 
 

4.  Webinars: Training-Interviews---Join Us! Register at: MCAresources@gmail.com 
--a.  Friday 15 November, 12 noon-13:30 EST –Dr Kelly and Dr. Michele O’Donnell share 
about the new global member care model, strategies for working across sectors, and the 
relevance of sustainable development for our work. Free, online, max 25 participants. 
--b.  Friday 21 November, 12 noon-13:30 EST—Dr. Paul Bolton with Johns Hopkins 
University shares his experiences in global mental health focusing on developing mental 
health services in low resource countries.  Free, online, max 25 participants 
5. Movement for Global Mental Health Newsletter (October 2014). Explore some of the 
recent developments in this growing domain. 
 

More GI-related materials are on our websites:  
Global Mental Health-Map      Member Care Associates 
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